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Spin has been defined in the scientific literature
as “reporting practices that distort the
interpretation of results and mislead readers so
that results are viewed in a more favorable
light” or as “science hype” (1-3). Certain
practices have been employed to spin results,
these include: inappropriate claims,
inappropriate extrapolations or
recommendations for clinical practice, selective
reporting, and more robust or favorable data
presentations (1-3). One place where spin could
be occurring is at global medical conferences
during oral presentations of clinical trials, latebreaking trials and other trials. These highimpact clinical conferences bring researchers,
clinicians, representatives of the media and

pharmaceutical companies together yearly to
share, disseminate, and discuss latest research
findings. However, researchers could be
“spinning” their findings by switching their
outcomes for their conference presentations in
order to make their presentations more
interesting and pleasing to the audience. If
abstracts do not present an accurate and
unbiased reflection of trial results, patients
might suffer serious consequences as a result
(4). This presentation will include results of a
cross-sectional study that focused on the
transparency and integrity of oral presentations
of clinical trials (late-breakers and other trials)
presented at the high-impact clinical
conferences that occurred in 2016. This study
measured the consistency of outcome reporting
of late-breaker and other clinical studies from
conference presentation to formal publication,
as well as trial registration, summary results
reporting at a registry, and publication rates.
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